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ABSTRACT 
This study paid attention to the ‘Assessment of the impacts of access to personal 
loans on the wellbeing of borrowers, particularly the study intended to determine the 
extent to which TPDF members accessed personal loans, the existed wellbeing of 
TPDF Staff, the way how the existed wellbeing of TPDF staff was associated with 
access to personal loan facilities and the factors influencing the decision by some of 
the staff not to access these personal loan facilities.  
The research areas from which the sample was selected were identified from the 
research population by cluster method. The research population of this study is 
approximately 27,000 people; employees of the TPDF available in various units 
(clusters) in Tanzania. Simple random sampling was used in choosing respondents 
for inclusion into the sample. Primary data sufficed the research requirement. Main 
data collection methods were questionnaire and interviews. 
Findings of the study revealed that though majority borrowers can show the extent 
of personal loans contribution to their assets, statistically there is no association 
between personal loans and borrowers’ assets. That statistical implication was also 
justified by the big disparity of assets ownership among borrowers. Another 
important observation was that assets are evenly distributed among non borrowers.  
The study concluded that basing on these findings it is hard to associate with 
confidence personal loans to the existing wellbeing. 
The study suggests that for the betterment of borrowers, some personal loans terms 
should be improved; borrowers should be educated on possible negative effects of 
loans, better reasons for borrowing. It also advised financial institutions to move 
closer to borrowers and establish better complaint handling procedures. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of the problem  
In recent years there has been growth in provision of personal loans by Tanzanian 
financial institutions to employees both in the public and private sectors against their 
salaries to meet their rising demand for credit. Hall and Beechan (1987) show that 
personal loan, or ‘structured’ borrowing is comparatively a new development in 
commercial banking pioneered in the mid 1950s. Holden (1982) indicate that 
personal loan accounts were introduced by some banks in 1958. One reason for this 
growth is the acceptance of employee expected income as collateral. For example, 
Adie and Freund. (1972), argue that, ‘these institutions realize that a man's earning 
potential represents the best possible form of security for the lender.’ This argument 
is further echoed in Barth. et al., (1983) who also adds that “the primary collateral in 
personal loan markets is the future income stream of the borrower which may be 
garnisheed by the lender in case of default”. 
 
On the other hand, workers have responded by taking such personal loans in order to 
settle various family needs especially those whose cost would be beyond their 
current monthly income and savings. Adie and Freund. (1972), for example, 
contends that ‘a family's peak needs for consumer goods tend to occur at a time 
when its income is still likely to be relatively low. Justifying the need for credit, 
Moulton (2007) argues that ‘we rely on credit for daily economic activity and also 
consumer debt is a normal part of family financial management and the scale and 
scope of current commercial activity would be impossible without high levels of 
credit’.  
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The Tanzania Peoples Defense Forces (TPDF) is an organization representing 
military employees of various cadres, and as any other human beings, these 
employees have varying levels of credits to finance their needs. Before 1996 there 
was no institutional loan arrangement in TPDF. Salaries, gratuities and pensions 
were very low. Soldiers were marginalized from other loan facilities because of tight 
lending conditions such as collateral requirement. Interest rates were so 
unfavourable. As a result most of military members failed to maintain good living 
standards especially after retirement.  
 
To curb that, TPDF headquarters started working on the possibility of establishing 
loan schemes for Military members under its military guarantee instead of collateral 
requirement, it was also expected that under such arrangement interest rates would 
be reduced. Subsequently, in year 1996 The Dar-es-salaam Community bank started 
providing personal loans to TPDF. It was followed by the Bank of Baroda (T) Ltd in 
June 2005, National Microfinance Bank (T) Plc in September 2006, Ngome Savings 
and Credit Cooperative Society Ltd in September 2007, The Peoples’ Bank of 
Zanzibar Ltd in July 2011 and Stanbic Bank (T) Ltd in 2011.  
 
These financial institutions have been providing personal loans each on slightly 
different lending agreements/terms contained in the loan contracts in order to 
monitor and control borrowers. ‘The finance theory suggests that financial 
intermediaries monitor and control their borrowers on behalf of other investors’. 
Leland and Pyle.1977, Campbell and Kracaw 1980, Diamond 1984, and Fama1985; 
as cited by Rajan and Winton (1995).  
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My initial interviews with the Director of Institutes, Loans and Shops (DILS) at the 
TPDF-HQ, reveals that the goal for introducing military personal loans was to 
provide militants with a sound source of finance in order to empower them to be 
able to improve their wellbeing in terms of family health, education, housing, and 
transportation. This was also following the need to go in line with a number of 
national development strategies and policies established by the government to 
improve the socio-economic wellbeing and reduce deprivation and misery.  
 
In Tanzania such strategies and policies include the Community Development 
Policy (URT 1996). For example, one of the aims of the URT (1996) is ‘to enable 
the majority of Tanzanians use their wealth to improve their welfare and bring about 
social and economic development’ (Article 15(b):8). Micro financing services were 
increasingly being recognized as an effective poverty reduction instrument and an 
important cross-cutting aspect in policy making (BOT Press release Nov 2011).  
 
The common features of TPDF personal loans include a repayment period of 
between 6 to 48 months, a loan size up to a maximum of fifteen times the 
borrower’s monthly take home salary; interest rate of 12% and 16% straight line 
method for Ngome SACCOS and DCB respectively, 14 % reducing balance for 
Bank of Baroda, Stanbic Bank, and PBZ. NMB Bank Plc offers 15% reducing 
balance. Other features include the following: the bank will be entitled to the 
borrower’s gratuities in cases of retirement or deaths, but loses in cases of 
termination without gratuities (force majeure). In all loans deductions are made from 
monthly salaries and are sufficient to recover the periodic principal repayments and 
the associated interest charges. 
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Despite the efforts by TPDF to put in place sound formal personal loans facilities at 
reasonable interest rates and acceptable loan enforcement procedures, we often see 
TPDF military members in hands of informal lenders notoriously known as ‘loan 
sharks’. These loan sharks provide daily or monthly loans, charge extortionate 
interest rates and enforce loans with strong arm tactics (Adi and Freund,1972). One 
common example of such loans is found in various TPDF units where members 
create funds from which to borrow at monthly interest rates of 5-10%, individual 
lenders are also prevalent though conduct covertly. This situation appears contrary 
to the initial TPDF expectations of borrowers’ choice of loans.  
 
The questions that follow immediately include; to what extent are personal loan 
facilities and loan sharks being accessed by TPDF staff; what factors influence their 
willingness to access these facilities and the loan sharks at the same time. It is 
expected that knowing the extent of access and the factors that drive them to loan 
sharks and not to the facilities would contribute to measures for improving the 
facilities as well as their promotion.  Finally, for those who have accessed these 
facilities, have the loans helped them to improve their wellbeing as was expected? 
What else could be done to improve access to the facilities and at the same time 
enhance the contribution of the facilities to the improvements of their wellbeing? 
This study is therefore designed to examine these issues and provide some answers. 
 
1.2 Statement of the research problem  
As stated earlier the goal for introducing military personal loans facilities to 
militants was to improve their wellbeing in terms of family health, education, 
housing, transportation and wealth (Initial interview with DLIS). However, 
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according to the initial interview with DLIS, since these facilities were established, 
there is scant evidence to show the extent to which the TPDF staff have accessed 
them. Also little has been established so far as to whether the wellbeing of those 
who have accessed the facilities has consequently improved or not.  
 
That is consistent with observations put forward by Cotler and Woodruff (2008) that 
there is little evidence whether micro lending allows borrowers to acquire assets, 
start business, finance emergence needs and ensure themselves against future 
negative shocks. Then finally, factors are not clear which influence the staff’s 
decisions to join loan shark facilities instead of personal loan schemes. It is therefore 
the purpose of this study to examine those issues and provide some answers on the 
extent of access to personal loans, the contributions of personal loans on the 
wellbeing of borrowers, and factors attracting some of borrowers away to informal 
lenders.  
 
1.3 Objectives of the study 
1.3.1 General objective   
To assess the impacts of access to personal loans on the wellbeing of borrowers in 
TPDF. 
 
1.3.2 Specific objectives 
i  To establish the extent to which TPDF staff have accessed personal loan facilities. 
ii To assess whether access to personal loans have contributions towards existing  
wellbeing of TPDF borrowers staff.   
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iii To identify the factors that influence the decision by some of the staff not to 
access these facilities. 
 
1.4 Research questions 
i  To what extent have TPDF members accessed personal loans?  
ii  Do personal loans  contribute to the wellbeing of TPDF staff? 
iii  What factors influence the decision by some of the staff not to access these 
facilities? 
 
1.5 Significance of the study 
The completion of this study has provided findings that yield knowledge which is 
useful to potential researchers in this field, academicians, consultants, bankers and 
personal loan borrowers. It has provided information that may precisely help the 
lending and employment institutions to either recourse or maintain the existing 
lending schemes aiming at fitting them with the borrowers’ expectations. It has 
specifically provided evidence on both the level of access, wellbeing status and on 
the fact that credit so accessed, though in a layman view seem to have helped 
improving the wellbeing of the recipients, statistically this is not distinctly seen. 
Identifying the factors influencing the decision by some of the staff not to access the 
personal loan facilities has also provided useful information for subsequent 
negotiations of better design of terms which will sensitize the staff members on the 
need to use formal credit channels. 
 
1.6 Scope of the study 
This research has been conducted in one organization (TPDF). Hence, the results of 
the study are also representative of the same organization. In TPDF the study has 
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explored issues pertaining to personal loans only ignoring issues of other credit 
facilities available there. 
 
1.7 Organization of the study 
This study has involved five chapters coverage in this final report. After completion 
of chapter one the introduction part, the remaining part of this study has been 
comprised of chapter two, dealing with literature review; chapter three, dealing with 
research methodology ; chapter four, dealing with research findings and chapter 
five, dealing with research recommendations and conclusions. Chapter two is further 
categorized into seven subsections headed as the introduction, conceptual 
definitions, theoretical literature analysis, empirical literature, research gaps, 
conceptual framework and theoretical framework.  
 
Chapter three is categorized into nine subsections headed as the introduction, 
research strategies, sampling design, variables and measurement procedures, 
methods of data collection, data processing and analysis, data validity and reliability, 
ethical issues as well as expected results of the study. Chapter four, the findings of 
the research has contained tables and graphs that represent the facts that the research 
has discovered (Saunders , 2009). Chapter five, the recommendations and 
conclusion has contained the researcher’s judgments provided after completing 
interpretation of the findings. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This part reviewed some of the available literature on concepts, theories, paradigms, 
and previous research findings pertaining to the problem so as to establish the 
theoretical and empirical base of the study. Therefore, the parts that follow 
immediately from this introduction are: definition of concepts, theoretical analysis, 
empirical review, the research gaps, conceptual framework and theoretical 
framework. The theoretical analysis and empirical review have substantially been 
raised from the general umbrella of Micro lending rather than reliance on personal 
lending specifically. 
 
2.2 Conceptual definitions 
Collateral: An asset pledged in case of default. Ross. S.A et al., (2008). Microsoft 
Encarta (2008) defines collateral as property or goods used as a security against a 
loan and forfeited if the loan is not repaid. Longman Dictionary (2005) defines it as 
property or other goods that you promise to give someone if you cannot pay back 
the money they lend you.  
 
Credit scoring: The process of quantifying the probability of default when granting 
consumer credit. Ross. S.A et al.,(2008). Hall and Beechan (1987) defined as means 
of assessing applications for personal borrowing by converting main features of 
character, capability and conduct (the three Cs) and certain element s of canons of 
lending into a mathematical formula which will include numerically whether or not 
a lending should be made. 
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Five C’s: The five basic credit factors (character, capacity, capital, collateral and 
conditions) to be evaluated. Ross. S.A et al.,(2008) also regards it the same way.  
Loan agreements: Financial provisions for protection that the lender can use to 
protect himself against any loss (Horne and Wachowicz n.d). 
Objective wellbeing: Objective, external, universal notions of wellbeing, eg.basic 
needs. Gouh, I. (2005). 
 
Personal loan: NBC Ltd (Website), provides that Personal loans are loans for 
private purposes granted to customers, who have been employed permanently or on 
renewable contract basis by reputable / stable organizations. ..as the name ‘personal 
loan’ implies, this service is intended primarily for financing items of domestic 
expenditure, for example, the purchase of furniture or car, says Holden (1982). 
Adding to that, Hall and Beechan (1987), define personal loan, or ‘structured’ 
borrowing, as a type of loan originally devised to finance the purchase of consumer 
durables in the personal sector, although the concept now includes borrowing for a 
wide variety of business purposes. This study considers personal loans as laons for 
private purposes advanced to employed borrowers, under employers’ guarantee, the 
collateral being future emoluments. 
 
Subjective wellbeing: Refers to happiness. Gouh, I. (2005). 
Wellbeing: a good, healthy and comfortable state (Microsoft Encarta 2008). 
Longman Dictionary (2005) defines wellbeing as a feeling of being comfortable, 
healthy, and happy. This study regards wellbeing as a good, comfortable, healthy 
and happy feeling which results from ownership of material things and ability to 
spend on various services. 
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2.3 Theoretical literature review 
In this section we offer an extensive and critical review of the literature on lending. 
Literature in this study was sourced from text books available in various libraries,  
on line Journals as well as other on line materials both from reliable sources. This 
part consists of loanable funds theory, liquidity preference theory, financial 
instability hypothesis model, interest rate theories, supply and demand for credit, 
impact studies, as well as wellbeing theories . To substantiate this theoretical review, 
the empirical review is given thereafter. 
 
2.3.1  Loanable funds theory 
The loanable funds theory of interest rate determination argues that the rate of 
interest is determined by the demand for and supply of loanable funds, in particular 
for purchase of capital (Anderton 1995). He continues saying that the economic 
theory suggests that, just as the price of a good is determined by the forces of 
demand and supply so is the price of money .He explains the price of money as how 
much needs to be paid if money is borrowed and hence, he adds, it is the rate of 
interest. For a better understanding of the loanable funds theory lets us consider the 
meaning of demand for and supply of loanable funds separately and then in 
conjunction. 
 
Demand for loanable funds, demand for loanable funds can be seen as the demand 
by firms to borrow money for investment (Anderton 1995). The demand curve 
shows the quantity of money that will be demanded at any given price over a period 
of time. Quantity in this case is quantity of capital. The price of capital is measured 
by the rate of return on capital, that is, interest rate. Figure 2.1 shows the falling the 
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negative sloped demand curve (DD) meaning that rise in interest rates will decrease 
quantity demanded of capital and vice versa (ceteris paribus). The higher the rate of 
interest , the more firms and households will wish to hold non money assets such as 
bonds and shares. 
 
Rate of interest 
r3 
r1 
r2 
   DD 
                 c3            c1          c2                     Quantity of capital 
Figure 2.1 The demand curve. 
Source: Anderton (1995) Economics. 
 
Supply of loanable funds or more specifically supply of capital can be defined as the 
quantity of money available to the firm for investment purposes at any given rate of 
interest. Interest is the reward for lending money. Money for lending results from 
savings therefore the more money that is saved the more is available for firms to 
borrow. The supply for capital can be equated with supply for loanable funds  to the 
market ( i.e volume of savings) and hence the higher the rate of interest the more 
money will be saved, which can then be lent out to the firms to borrow for interest. 
However, it is argued thst this is a simplification because consumers and 
governments borrow money too. Figure 2.2 illustrates the loanable funds supply 
curve. It indicates that rise in rate of interest will increase supply of funds available 
for investment in capital. 
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Rate of interest  SS 
r3 
r1 
r2 
   
                 c3            c1          c2                     Quantity of capital 
Figure 2.2 The supply curve. 
Source: Anderton (1995) Economics. 
 
Hence from the demand for and supply of loanable funds curves, the equilibrium 
interest rate will be determined at a point where the quantity of capital demanded 
(quantity demanded for loanable funds) equals the quantity of capital supplied 
(quantity supplied of loanable funds) and that is point (c1,r1). The supply o money 
curve is drawn vertically to show that supply of money remains constant whatever 
the rate of interest. This assumes that the central bank can and does control the 
supply of money in the economy independently of its price. The money supply is 
then said to be exogenous. Figure 2.3 below illustrates all these. 
 
Rate of interest  SS 
r3 
r1 
r2 
   DD 
                 c3            c1          c2                     Quantity of capital 
Figure 2.3 The supply curve. 
Source: Anderton (1995) Economics. 
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Therefore, r1 is the equilibrium price. Economic theory suggests that if the rate of 
interest is above or below this level then it will tend towards its equilibrium. 
However, the loanable funds theory can be criticized on grounds of its assumptions. 
Howells and Bain (2008) mention the assumptions of loanable funds. First it 
assumes one market, but there are many markets for money in reality. These markets 
are different and there are obstacles between them hence rates of interest among 
them differ. The assumption that the economy operates at full employment is also 
unrealistic especially in developing countries where so many resources are either 
unused or misused.  
 
The assumption that the only source of demand for loanable funds comes from a 
desire to invest is also unrealistic especially for households where loans particularly 
personal loans are demanded for so many other reasons including health care, 
education and even for solving other social problems. For instance for personal 
loans in TPDF, no one specifies loan conditions as to how they should be used, there 
are some information that some of borrowers under this scheme end up spending 
their entire loans for leisure. 
 
 The loanable funds theory also assumes prevalence of constant prices and perfect 
information in the economy. In first place, constant prices are never a true scenario 
under this world where inflation is a permanent phenomenon. In developing 
countries particularly Tanzania the severity of inflation is jeopardizing the health of 
the economy how could one think about constant prices. Perfect information is 
practically barely encountered since good information is seldom free of costs 
nowadays, this and location aspects severely hinder the possibility of perfect 
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information. The theory implies free market economy where prices are determined 
by forces of demand and supply.  
 
In reality there is a lot of interventions, campaigns and re-negotiations especially 
designed to help marginalized groups in order to improve their lives. For example 
the TPDF personal loans interest rates have always been on the decreasing side, in 
effective free market, one would expect fluctuations. These arguments mean, truly, 
the practicality of loanable funds theory is difficult in the existing world, though it 
helps to widen knowledge on parameters of lending, borrowing and interest rates 
which also are the case in personal loans under this study. The gaps between the 
loanable funds theory and our study are that the loanable funds theory states about 
demand for loans, supply of loans and interest rates in general. It doesn’t study 
personal loans in particular, it doesn’t examine extent of access of borrowers and it 
doesn’t go further and determine impact of loans on borrowers.  
 
2.3.2 The liquidity preference theory 
Howells and Bain (2008) summarized the liquidity preference theory from Keyness 
as follows. That the agents’ actions determine nominal interest rates. Real rates will 
depend upon the behavior of prices and the extent to which price changes are 
correctly anticipated. The nominal rate is determined by the demand for money 
relative to its supply. The demand for money depends upon the price level and upon 
the level of economic activity but it also depends upon the desire to hold money as a 
safe asset in an uncertain world. The degree of uncertainty that agents feel is highly 
variable, leading to fluctuations in the demand for money and hence in the nominal 
rate of interest. The supply of money is independent of the demand for it and is  
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assumed to be fixed by the actions of the monetary authorities.  
 
The significance of keynessian liquidity preference theory was first of all that the 
rate of interest was no longer free to accommodate the flow of saving to the flow of 
investment. He argued that there could, for example, be leakages from the circular 
flow of income and spending leading to a fall in output and employment. Secondly, 
the possibility that demand for money might be unstable meant that nominal interest 
rates (and therefore real interest rates) might fluctuate in response to psychological 
factors, causing instability in the real econonmy. Figure 2.4 illustrates the operations 
of liquidity preference theory. 
 
r%  DD D’D    
i1 
i0 
 
   
                      MS     M’S                  Money stock     
Figure 2.4 the demand and supply curve for money stock 
Source: Howells and Bain (2008) The economics of money, Banking and Finance. 
 
From figure 2.4, according to Howells and Bain, when interest rate is low, people 
would expect the next movement to be upward, when the rate of interest rises, asset 
prices fall and holders of assets suffer capital loss. Thus at low interest rate money 
avoids the risk of capital loss. The position of the curve depends upon peoples need 
for money in exchange and this thus depends upon the price level and level of 
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economic activity. Thus the change in nominal aggregate income causes the curve to 
shift. On this theory, one most important Keyness insights was to introduce 
expectations and uncertainty and thus to create a role for money as a safe heaven in 
a treacherous world (Howells and Bain 2008).  
 
The downward slope of the curve arises from the increasing strength of expectations 
which are not tied up to absolute levels of actual rates. That is, what may look like 
low rate (set to rise) in one situation may look normal in another. Thus, introducing 
expectations in this way introduces the possibility that demand curve may shift 
around. As a rule, anything that increases uncertainty tends to increase the attraction 
of money. The demand curve shifts upward (to M’D) and rush to liquidity pushes up 
interest rates from io to i1. If the money supply were to expand to M’S for example, 
the comparative shortage would be eliminated and the rate of interest would remain 
at io.  
 
It is clear that the liquidity preference theory has roots beginning from the loanable 
funds theory. But the remarkable insights of expectations and uncertainty in it, fail 
to make direct sense in terms of quantification. For instance in a quantitative model 
like this, how can the quantitative effect of expectations be accommodated? This 
question remains unanswered. On the other hand does this theory apply universally 
and at all times? I feel that, this may not be the case in some localities and some 
times. Since Apart from demand, supply, expectations and uncertainty, a mix of 
more factors may be and in fact do affect the level of interest rates charged in 
different places and at different times. For instance in Tanzania in recent years we 
have witnessed a number of national plans aimed at improving lives of the poor, the  
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MKUKUTA being among the most famous ones.  
 
Such plans in one way or another do affect interest rates discussed in the theories 
under review. But the amount of money that such plans pump into the economy 
doesn’t seem to conform to the fashion implied by those theories. My 
recommendation is that the effect of such national plans as MKUKUTA was 
supposed to be considered under these theories. Failure to do so creates another gap 
for further research. In spite of all this, the liquidity preference theory is still crucial 
in understanding those new insights (the effect of expectation and uncertainty) 
affecting interest rates which were not stated in the previous theory (loanable funds 
theory). Such knowledge is also important to agents participating in loan schemes 
particularly personal loans. 
 
2.3.3 The financial instability hypothesis (FIH) model  
Minsky proposed theories linking financial market fragility, in normal life cycle of 
an economy, with speculative investment bubbles endogenous to financial markets. 
Minsky claimed that in prosperous times, when cash flow rises beyond what is 
needed to pay off debt, a speculative euphoria develops, and soon thereafter debts 
exceed what borrowers can pay off from their incoming revenues, which in turn 
produces a financial crisis. As a result of such speculative borrowing bubbles, banks 
and lenders tighten credit availability, even to companies that can afford loans, and 
the economy subsequently contracts. The Minsky model was also quoted in Saqib 
(2001), where Saqib studied the East Asian crisis of 1997 using the model. My 
observation from Misnky’s model is that lending, including personal loans provision 
can have serious effects on the economy as a whole if not handled carefully.  
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2.3.4 Interest rate theories 
Theories of interest rate: First, the opportunity cost of money interest theory-states 
that interest rate on loan is required in order to compensate the owner of the lent 
money for the profit that he would have made otherwise from that money if he 
continued to posses it. However that is criticized by Shaikh Mahmud Ahmed who 
argued, ‘if capital is deposited in bank money is available to the depositor any time 
when opportunity happens so where is this lost opportunity and again he said 
opportunities are not available every time so why is money earning interest even 
when lender had no opportunity (Ahmed 1989 as reviewed by Ahmad 1992). 
Second, the time value of money interest rate theory- states that interest rates are set 
at levels relative to length of time the borrower will stay with the money. The longer 
the loan remains unpaid the larger the interest rate to be paid.  
 
Third, Goffer (1995) direct approach to interest: He stated that interest charged by 
conventional banks is divided into six components. One, the interest component is 
meant to pay depositors suppliers of lending fund who are also paid interest. Two, 
the service cost component meant to make the loan applicant bear the loan 
processing cost. Three, the Overheads component meant to make the loan applicant 
bear the overhead cost incurred by the lender. Four, the profit component, the bank 
is a commercial entity so it has to make profit. Five, Risk premium component, a 
component meant to guarantee the capital of the depositor by ensuring fund 
repayment of the loan when the borrower defaults.  
 
Premium is the fund paid by the lender to the insurer who provides the guarantee so 
such premium has to be paid by the borrower. Six, the compensation for inflation-
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component, which is meant for safeguarding the depreciation in value of the lent 
money. Among the most contemplated terms in existing personal loans is the 
interest rates connected with them. It is thus important for personal loan customers 
to know the factors for interest rates justification before complaining of them being 
too high. Lenders should at least be explicit as to the basis of their rates this will 
provide justification and improve their image before customers. 
 
2.3.5 The Supply of and Demand for Credit by an Individual Borrower  
Barth et al., (1983) exposit that ‘Lenders are assumed to supply credit to borrowers 
whose repayments are uncertain, depending on the future value of their collateral. 
The creditworthiness of an individual borrower is represented by the mean and 
variance of his collateral’. Following Barro (1976) as cited in Barth et al, default 
losses occur when the value of collateral falls below the principal and interest 
outstanding on the loan. Barro shows that the "explicit loan rate and the expected 
interest cost for the borrower would both rise with the loan (collateral)-value ratio, 
the competitive rate of interest, and the transactions costs associated with default".  
 
Barth et al, continue providing that the primary collateral in personal loan markets is 
the future income stream of the borrower which may be garnished or assigned by the 
lender in case of default. This future income is assumed to be a normally distributed 
random variable whose mean, and variance, are known to the lender. The ability of 
the lender to garnish or assign income in case of default is limited by regulation and 
they assumed that the borrower is allowed to retain a constant fraction of his income 
in case of default. 
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2.3.6 Well-being theories 
Barbet (1990) quoted plato using the term pleasure to refer to both acceptable or 
enjoyable condition of feeling and to satisfaction or happiness of the self as a whole. 
However this is criticized as being ambiguous since what one finds pleasurable or 
what gives him happiness may be different from what is satisfying him. Barbet also 
quoted Aristotle’s moral philosophy: The good and happiness. Aristotle argues that 
happiness does require a degree of external prosperity, that is, whatever good 
fortune we may possess through birth and upbringing, or as a divine gift, happiness 
in the last analysis depends on ourselves, on our performance of virtuous actions.  
 
Given the possibility of frequent misfortune the wellbeing of an individual should be 
judged only on the context of his life as a whole. Happiness as kind of permanent 
condition is thus thought of as being independent of the incidents of fortune. For the 
sake of our study, we conform to Aristlotle’s arguments in a way that the term 
happiness/wellbeing is used, that is wellbeing depends on performance of virtuous 
actions. This research regards such actions as involvement of borrowers in loan 
schemes and applications of loans to acquire materials things and assets that they 
need in their daily living.   
 
Hubin (2005) presented a topology of theories of well-being. From his subjective 
theories we observed the preference theories also known as desire satisfaction 
theories. Preference theories hold that an agent’s well-being consists in those states 
of affairs that the agent desires or prefers. Gough (2005) uses basic needs as being a 
notion for objective well-being. Gough (1991) as cited in Gough (2005) indicate that 
needs are universal and require satisfiers such as goods, services, activities,  
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relationships and policies.  
 
Capitalizing on this theory and others we assume that a rational borrower would 
desire more personal loan if it enhances recurrent and development expenditures 
(consumption) on material things and services. That assumption seems to be 
consistent with Iyanda and Biza-Khupe (2011)’s assertion that the level of living and 
wellbeing is largely influenced by the quantity and quality of consumption, the 
availability of credit facilities therefore raises the consumer’s standard of living and 
facilitates individual lifestyles.  
 
Recommending on the way how researching wellbeing in poor communities, Gough 
points out that it is done by finding the discrepancies between goals and 
achievements. On objective wellbeing he adds, it should be done by identifying the 
gap between basic needs and material and relational resources. On subjective 
wellbeing, it is done by identifying the gap between actors’ goals and community 
values, and their perceived resources.  
 
Thus wellbeing as process, are the actions (individual and collective) undertaken to 
narrow these gaps – and the extent to which the wider environments impede or 
facilitate such actions. This study adopted objective wellbeing. However, one gap is 
clear, that these wellbeing theories indicate how to research wellbeing in poor 
communities only, ignoring the middle class and well off counterparts. Since the 
ignored classes are also parts of the community, we need a study that accommodates 
them. Our study is one example of it.  
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2.4 Empirical literature review 
2.4.1 Credit evaluation and scoring 
Two credit assessment models are usually used namely, the qualitative and 
quantitative models. Ross. S.A et al.,( 2008) explained the classic five C’s of credit 
as the basic factors to be evaluated namely, character, capacity, capital, collateral 
and conditions. They also explained the credit scoring as the process of  calculating 
a numerical rating for a customer based on information collected, then they said, 
credit is granted or refused based on the result. For example they exemplified that 
one might rate a customer on a scale of 1( very poor) to 10 ( very good) on each of 
the five Cs of the credit using all of the information available about the customer. A 
credit score could then be calculated by totaling these ratings.  
 
Based on experience the lender might choose to grant credit only to customers with 
a score above, say, 30. Carruthers and Cohen. (2001) as cited in Moulton. (2007) 
tried to show the bottlenecks of credit scoring models. They contended that credit 
scores designed to be objective and systematic are often based on inconsistent 
information and are calculated in an arbitrary fashion. When evaluating 
creditworthiness, banks often require different types of information from potential 
borrowers depending on what types of loans they request, for example, they require 
more financial records for commercial loans than for consumer loans. Loan size is 
also important factor. For example, the larger the loan, the closer the scrutiny.  
 
Credit evaluation also varies by bank size; larger banks are more likely to automate 
their evaluation processes. On the side of subjectivity, bankers are of two minds 
about it. Critics say it prevents standardization that would make the process more 
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objective. Other analysts argue that subjectivity is an essential part of credit 
evaluation. Where critics see inefficiency in the process, defenders see flexibility 
and adaptability (Moulton 2007). Stepanova and Thomas (2000) show that Credit 
scoring is one of the most successful applications of quantitative analysis in 
business. They add that credit-scoring systems aid the decision of whether to grant 
credit to an applicant or not and that this is done by estimating the probability that an 
applicant will default.  
 
However, Stepanova and Thomas indicate that in recent years it has become 
important to determine not only whether the customer will default but also when, 
and hence recommended survival analysis to be introduced into credit scoring 
models in order to estimate time to default or early repayment. Studying the model 
carefully, it appears that all of the five Cs lead the evaluator to a close examination 
of the customer’s personal information; this seems quite inconsistent with the way 
how personal loans are evaluated. First, the five Cs imply the work is to be done by 
the lender while in personal loans a great deal is done by employers before anything 
is forwarded to the lender.  
 
Second, in personal loans, five Cs are not evaluated to its entirety if not at all, for 
example capacity is determined by considering a ceiling put on salary indicating the 
maximum amount to borrow and if this amount is reached no more loan is allowed, 
this is also a bit different from the way how capacity is referred to, for instance in 
business loans, where the whole income of the customer is considered. Third, 
another important disparity is that in personal loans collateral is never a physical 
asset but future income stream. Finally, in personal loans it difficult to establish the 
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way how lenders determine such factors as character, capital and conditions for 
customers, and I think they are ignored. This may be because lenders in personal 
loans secure employers’ guarantee to bind borrowers to repay loans, and hence may 
not even know the borrower(s) physically. 
 
2.4.2 General impact studies 
Barth, et al., (1983) developed a simple model of the supply of and demand for a 
single high-risk personal loan and then used the model as the basis for their 
econometric analysis done through reduced form equations. Apart from the 
econometric analysis; they also used the regression equations to analyze empirical 
variables (Barth, et al., 1983). They pointed out nine theoretical variables which 
needed empirical proxies.  
 
Among them two were dependent variables namely r and L i.e the interest rate on 
the loan and the loan size respectively, and the remaining seven were the 
independent variables (Y1, Ῡ2, δ
2
, C, i, λ and θ) where Y1 represents current income 
of the borrower, Ῡ2 represents expected value of future income, δ
2
 represents 
variance of future income, C represents fraction of income retained in case of 
default, i represents cost of funds to the lender, λ represents fixed transaction costs 
incurred by the lender in event of default and θ represents overhead or fixed 
operating cost of making and processing the loan. Based on their theoretical model 
and the accompanying discussion, they predicted income and debt variables to be 
negatively related to the interest rate and positively related to the loan amount.  
 
The signs of the other variables were ambiguous. Squared terms for the current  
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income, debt, and age variables were included in the regression equations to allow 
for possible nonlinear effects of these variables (Barth, et al., 1983). The general 
results were such that, the coefficients of the economic and collateral variables have 
the anticipated signs and are significant. The relevance to the study is that Barth’s 
model has introduced the concept of demand and supply very specifically dealing 
with personal loans aspect. They studied the effects of different government 
regulations on both the interest rate and loan amount. I agree with that model 
because it is based on a single personal loan aspect instead of aggregate data of 
general credit. This helps avoiding the possibility of bias that normally results from 
aggregate data.  
 
My comment is that, Barth et al’s model is complex especially in preparing the 
credit supply function, credit demand function and the reduced form equation for the 
loan amount. Using this model as an analysis technique in research study, a very 
strong knowledge of economics especially mathematical part of it, is required. The 
prominent variables in the Bath’s model are future income, mean income, income 
variance, constant income that the borrower retains after lenders garnishment, 
lender’s profit, interest rate, overhead/operating cost, loan size, cost of capital and 
the specific government regulations of restrictions on firm entry to personal loan 
market, restrictions on creditor collection practices or creditor remedies; and 
regulations governing the use of personal bankruptcy. Bath’s model dealt with 
effects of regulation of personal loan markets on the firm, not on borrowers, that 
means it left open (the gap) the study of impacts of personal loans to borrowers.  
 
Cotler and Woodruff (2008) have portrayed that an alternative methodology in  
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studying impact is through comparing a group of existing clients (the treatment 
group) with a group of new applicants who are deemed to be qualified to receive 
credit by the lender but who have not yet received credit (the control group). They 
applied t-test on the means of several variables for control and treatment group in 
order to indicate the significance of the differences. Sales and profits were almost 
identical in the two groups at the mean. However they found that control group had 
larger level of both fixed assets (significant at 0.01 level) and 
inventories.(significant at 0.1 level).  
 
Apart from that, as appeared in the theoretical review, Cotler and Woodruff caution 
that the central challenge in assessing the impact of access to credit is identifying a 
control group against which changes resulting from new loans can be measured. 
Those taking loans will not be randomly drawn from the population. They must first 
want the loan; this implies that their demand for credit is higher than average. They 
must also be granted the loan when they apply; this implies that they are seen by the 
lender as having better than average prospects for success. The relevance of this 
argument from Cotler and Woodruff to this study is that it points out the important 
things to consider in the process of sampling.  
 
They also employed regressions to control for the change in the rate of sales in the 
neighborhood over the period between interviews. To understand the potential bias 
in the loan’s impact estimate, they provided the following regression to be applied 
on a sample of both borrowers and non borrowers: Yi = a + bPi + cXi +Ԑi,  where Yi 
is the outcome of interest for person i (e.g., her income), P indicates participation in 
the lending program, X measures relevant personal characteristics, and Ԑi is a 
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residual capturing unobservable variables that includes other determinants of 
income, b is a measure of the impact of participating in a credit program. For b to 
represent an unbiased measure of the program’s impact, Ԑi must be identical in both 
the borrower and non borrower groups. That is, Ԑi must be uncorrelated with 
participation in the lending program.  
 
This assumption may be violated for many reasons. For example, the value of the 
parameter b is generally thought to be upward biased if the more entrepreneurial 
households are more likely to apply for credit. In either case, the positive correlation 
between an individual’s participation choice and entrepreneurial ability not captured 
by Xi may bias the estimate b. Their important finding from the regressions is that in 
the short term, the loans had positive impacts only for the smallest firms in the 
sample. Waheed and Mathur (1993) used a number of cross-sectional regressions to 
explain variations in abnormal returns associated with announcements of foreign 
lending agreements.  
 
2.4.3  Studies from African countries 
Iyanda and Biza-Khupe (2011) adopted a survey research design, using two data 
collection techniques, a personal interview and a disguised interview. Three 
questionnaires were developed for the survey. The first was used to collect data from 
consumers. The second questionnaire was targeted at 22 major Gaborone retail 
outlets, selected on convenience basis. The response rate was 59 percent (13 retail 
outlets). The targeted respondent in the retail outlets was the branch/store manager; 
the third questionnaire was used to collect data on loan/credit practices and 
conditions of the selected commercial banks and micro-finance establishments in  
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Gaborone, both of which provide personal loans to customers.  
 
The second data collection method was a disguised interview in which one of the 
researchers posed as a potential hire purchase buyer in five selected retail outlets in 
order to obtain information on hire purchase practices. The disguise was necessary 
to elicit information that would otherwise have been considered too “sensitive” or 
“confidential” for disclosure. While the respondents to the questionnaire were 
branch managers, the disguised interview was directed at sales assistants who 
normally draw up sales agreements with hire purchase customers. Responses were 
thus spontaneous and unrehearsed in contrast to the formal questionnaire where 
respondents might give socially or legally correct responses.  
 
Information obtained through the disguised interview related to the cash price of the 
goods, the installment payment, the length of repayment period, and the various 
charges to be paid. Data collected from consumers included their demographics, 
usage of credit facilities, and experience with hire-purchase transactions. Hire 
purchase was singled out for analysis in view of generally observed higher rates of 
interest charged and its potentials for customer abuse (Consumer Watchdog, 2008 as 
quoted by Iyanda and Biza Khupe, 2011). Data analysis utilized the SPSS to 
compute frequencies and test for differences in the costs and charges by different 
outlets.  
 
To sum up the theoretical and empirical reviews, recent studies by Cotler and 
Woodruff, Alexander-Tedeschi, Karlan, Coleman, Pitt and Khandker, Morduch and 
most of other cited writers seem to support the crucial concept of creating two 
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groups (samples) to be studied in impact studies i.e the treatment group and the 
control group. I agree with their arguments and suggestions. My comment on them 
is that a lot is still to be done on the way how to avoid selection effects and  effects 
of unmeasured characteristics in impact studies in order to address the problem of 
biased results, suggestions by Karlan (2001) may be adopted to reduce bias in a 
cross sectional studies.  
 
Recent findings from literature indicate that loan programs have little impact on 
measures of wellbeing.( Colman, Cotler and woodruff, Esther Duflo). Relevantly, 
the variables considered in the study by Cotler and Woodruff are gross sales (pesos), 
net income (pesos), fixed assets (pesos), inventories (pesos), family expenditure 
(pesos) and number of dependents. The research gaps are: firstly, most of the 
literature is microfinance based on the poor rural group model of financing instead 
of the personal loan aspect where middle classes and even well off employees get 
involved. Secondly, in most cases the purpose of loan in micro financing programs 
is microenterprise financing while in personal loans borrowers are free as far as loan 
spending is concerned. Thirdly, most of literature eg. Cotler and Woodruff have 
dealt with short term credit while the personal loans we are studying are 
predominantly medium term credit repaid between 36 to 48 months in most cases. 
 
The relevance of Iyanda and Khupe’s study to our research results from the new 
insights they have introduced to us, the first being the statement that ‘level of living 
and wellbeing is largely influenced by the quantity and quality of consumption and 
that the availability of credit facilities raises the consumer’s standard of living and 
facilitates individual lifestyles’. The second is the addition to the first statement that 
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debt helps consumers to resist the downward adjustment of their consumption 
during a fall of their income (Lee, 1964 as quoted by Iyanda and Biza-Khupe, 2011).  
 
On the other side however, they warned that credit availability may encourage the 
adoption of an ideology of “entitlement” which deempahasizes the Protestant ethic 
“and embraces the acquisitive spirit of modern consumerism” (Bernthal et al., 2005) 
whereby the consumer uses credit to acquire all the good things of life. That 
ideology may ultimately lead the consumer to the “debtor’s prison the accumulation 
of substantial debt relative to the ability to repay” (Bernthal et al., 2005). Iyanda and 
Khupe alert that an over-indebted consumer may become bankrupt and suffer a 
reversal in his level of consumption and wellbeing. I agree with their contention that 
quantity of consumption influences wellbeing of the consumer and the warning that 
consumer credit or borrowing must be taken with care to avoid negative effects of 
over indebtedness.  
 
I comment that this study is having little help to knowing various issues associated 
with impact studies and this observation can be proved by scrutinizing the key 
variables studied which seem to be the types of credit, and practices of cost, legal 
compliance, default, and consumer protection. Those variables suggest a subject 
rather than objective approach. One major gap is that the study is based on hire 
purchase rather than personal loans. It is also not an impact study by nature hence 
substantiating the aim to study credit impacts in Africa. 
 
2.5 Research gaps 
First, both the theoretical and empirical literature reviews have not covered impact 
studies relating to personal loan facilities per se provided to employee borrowers 
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through their working institutions arrangements. Second, most of the impact 
literature reviewed has concentrated on credit to the rural poor sector leaving its 
urban counterpart population unaddressed though the rural results can be 
representative. This summary of gaps from the theoretical and empirical reviews 
leaves us an open opportunity to study impact of personal loans on employee 
borrowers 
 
2.6 Conceptual framework 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 The conceptual framework 
Title source: Researcher. 
 
2.7 Theoretical framework 
The conceptual relationship of variables in this study will begin by borrowers 
acquiring a personal loan amount; a personal loan amount acquired will enter the 
consumption process to be spent on various asset types and categories of other 
Expenditures 
towards 
Assets or 
services  
 
Wellbeing  
Access to 
personal loans  
Family house, family 
car, motorcycle, 
furniture, land, house 
under construction,  
school fees, 
medication, rent, and 
transport etc. 
 
If contribution 
of personal loans 
relates to assets, 
loan will lead to 
wellbeing. 
Personal loans 
towards 
expenditures 
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expenditures. The use of asset types and the involvement into categories of other 
expenditures, for example, spending on transportation, health and education services 
lead to the existing wellbeing of borrowers. This conclusion can be arrived at after a 
statistical test indicating that there is an association between the assets and personal 
loan contribution towards them. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter covers issues of research strategies, sampling design and procedures, 
variables and measurement procedures, methods of data collection, data processing 
and analysis as well as the expected results of the study. 
 
3.2 Research design 
This research is predominantly explanatory (causal) and descriptive. Thus it adopts 
both the quantitative and qualitative approaches. It employs the survey strategy. For 
example, Saunders, et al., (2009), explains explanatory studies as ones which 
establish causal relationships between variables. Therefore, we categorize this study 
as explanatory since one of our objectives is to establish whether access to personal 
loans have contributed towards existing wellbeing of TPDF staff, which would 
signify the cause effect of personal loans taken by borrowers on their wellbeing. We 
father assumed that the wellbeing is influenced by the quantity and quality of 
consumption (Iyanda and Biza-Khupe 2011).  
 
And we employed survey strategy because it can be used to suggest possible reasons 
for particular relationships between variables and to produce models of these 
relationships, Saunders, et al., (2009) also provides so. Fisher (2010), adds that 
survey strategy is good if the study is aimed at obtaining a broad and representative 
overview of a situation, which is also the case for our study. Justifying the use of 
survey strategy, Dawson (2002) is quoted saying, “because impact studies are 
quantitative by nature survey fits best”. 
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3.3 Area of the research  
This research was conducted in four TPDF units (clusters) in Tanzania. The specific 
units are DFHQ-Dar-es-salaam, RTS Makutupopora-Dodoma, Pangawe-Morogoro 
and MTC-Mwanza. 
 
3.4 Survey population 
The population of this study contains about 27,000 TPDF employees. Survey was 
conducted from sampled TPDF employees because they constitute the targeted 
population. This population was found in all TPDF units in Tanzania and was 
identified through visiting selected units in which questionnaire form(s) were 
distributed to sampled officers and men. The major characteristic of the population 
is that it is scattered throughout Tanzania.  
 
3.5 Sampling design and procedures 
3.5.1 Sample size  
The size of the sample for this study is 384 people. This was arrived at as follows: 
Since the population size of this study is greater than 10,000 people (i.e 27,000), we 
employ the following formula: 
                    n =  z
2
pq 
E
2 
The estimate of the population with the characteristic of the problem (P) is 
unknown, hence we use 50% i.e. P=0.5 and q=1-P=0.5. The level of confidence 
required is 95% corresponding with Z=1.96 (Z = std normal deviation), we also 
allow the margin of error (E) at 0.05. and then insert the variables into the formula to 
get the sample size:
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n= 1.96
2 
x 0.5x0.5 = 384.16 people. 
0.05
2 
The decision to use a representative sample is supported by the fact that this research 
is time constrained since it is part of an academic course which has to be completed 
within a required time frame and also financially constrained since it privately 
financed. Therefore, complete enumeration would be inconsistent with the 
constraints of the research since it appears difficult, laborious, time consuming and 
costly because of the country wide scattered nature of the target population. 
 
3.5.2 Sampling technique 
This study adopted a cluster sampling which is a probability sampling technique. 
Cluster sampling involves discrete groups of the research population that are not 
created by the researcher, for example they may occur naturally. The sampling 
frame for clustered study is a complete list of clusters rather than a complete list of 
individual cases within the population (Saunders, et al., 2009). Hence, in this study, 
clusters were given numbers starting from zero to 15, from them, a few (four) 
clusters were selected randomly, and finally survey was conducted on 96 randomly 
selected members from the randomly selected units (clusters). We opted to use 
clustered sampling in this study basing on the fact that TPDF units are already 
discrete groupings which the researcher didn’t form. 
 
3.5.3 Data variables  
In this study the data variables are predominantly behavioural. Behavioural variables 
contain data on what people or their organizations did in the past, do now or they 
will do in the future (Saunders, et al., 2009). In addition, such data also have 
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appeared in versions of nominal, ordinal and interval variables of data. The variables 
on which data is collected are amounts of personal loan(s) accessed up to the 
research time, amounts of expenditures on school fees, family housing, family car, 
business capital, family land, house furniture or any other family asset(s).Data on 
such variables have been collected on all respondents. This study also recognized 
the existence of extraneous variables which might also have caused change in a 
dependent variable (Saunders, et al., 2009). 
 
3.5.4 Data measurement procedure 
By measurement we mean the process of assigning numbers to objects or 
observations, the level of measurement being a function of the rules under which the 
numbers are assigned (Kothari, 2004). Therefore, this research has adopted nominal, 
ordinal and interval scales in its data measurement procedure, Kothari (2004) 
explains more about issues of measurement scales. 
 
3.6 Data collection methods 
3.6.1 Primary Data collection 
The sources of Primary data were officers and Men enrolled in TPDF. 
 
3.6.2 Secondary data 
The sources of secondary data were various documents such as books, journals, 
papers, reports and forms from libraries, the internet, relevant branches of financial 
institutions and TPDF units. 
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3.7 Data collection tools 
3.7.1 Questionnaires 
Self administered structured combination questionnaire was used to collect primary 
data. We employed questionnaires because the following reasons: It involves low 
cost for populations like ours where the universe is large and is widely spread 
geographically, it is free from the bias of the interviewer; answers are respondents’ 
own words, respondents have adequate time to give well thought out answers, 
respondents, who are not easily approachable, can also be reached conveniently, 
large samples can be made use of and thus the results can be made more dependable 
and reliable (Kothari.2004). Questionnaire forms were distributed by the researcher 
directly to all respondents who were called together after special arrangement with 
their working units and collected back the following day through the unit 
administrative offices.  
 
3.7.2 Interview 
Structured interview was used because it is more economical, provides a safe basis 
for generalization and requires relatively lesser skill on the part of the interviewer 
(Kothari 2004). We also needed interview to collect data on open question issues 
whose alternative answers were not known yet. Interview also helps to collect data 
which is qualitative by nature (Saunders, 2009). 
 
3.7.3 Documentary sourcing 
 Direct reading was done in order to collect secondary data. Online journals were 
found to be of great help especially in the literature review and text books have 
contributed a great deal on methodology. 
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3.8 Data processing and analysis 
3.8.1 Data processing 
Data is summarized in nine tables so that any specific value can be read easily 
(Saunders, 2009). Bar charts are used to provide pictorial representation of both 
nominal, interval and categorical (ordinal) data. We have used Microsoft excel 
computer program to facilitate the creation of such tables and charts and to help 
create simplicity in data analysis. 
 
3.8.2 Data analysis  
In this study primary data was analysed qualitatively by comparing results in tables 
and charts. Contribution of personal loans towards wellbeing of borrowers had been 
arrived at by associating the contributions to assets in the contingency table and 
applying the chi square on them. An essential requirement was that sample needed 
to be selected randomly (Saunders, et al., 2009). Secondary data was used for 
triangulation as it has been useful in the background and literature review of this 
study. The hypothesis was tested by chi square, (χ2) at 5% level of significance. The 
results of the test determined the decision whether to reject or not reject the null 
hypothesis and that guided the interpretation and the generalization of this research. 
 
3.9 Validity and reliability of data 
3.9.1 Validity of data 
In questionnaires the measurement device is the questions available in a 
questionnaire. So validity of data collected from questionnaires is assessed by 
looking at the questions available in the questionnaire. Cooper and Schindler (2008) 
as quoted by Saunders, et al., (2009) provide that the validity of a questionnaire is 
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often assessed based on content validity, criterion-related validity and construct 
validity. Greener, (2008) provides three ways of characterizing validity in research 
studies; these are face validity, construct validity as well as internal validity. 
 
In this study the content validity (adequate coverage) and face validity were 
achieved through prior discussion with others as well as firstly testing the 
questionnaires to a few respondents (pilot study) before passing them for full use in 
collecting data. After testing, they were passed over to the supervisor for some 
modification. Criterion based validity was less important in this study since 
questions were not predictive in nature. Construct validity was achieved through 
administering questionnaires face to face in order to ensure that discussion and 
clarification are made on the meaning of questions. Internal validity which relates to 
causality as Greener, (2008)., and Fisher, (2010) assert, was checked out by using 
χ2-test.  
 
3.9.2 Reliability of data 
Greener, (2008) suggests use of triangulation to achieve reliability. He says “This 
can be done by collecting and analyzing data using different methods to see if they 
enrich and confirm the same picture”. Saunders, et al., (2010) suggest the use of test 
re-test, internal consistency, and alternative form method. Test re-test needs to 
administer same questionnaires twice and estimates reliability by correlating data 
between those questionnaires. This appears difficult as respondents may need to be 
persuaded to answer the same questions twice. Internal consistency involves 
correlating responses to each question in the questionnaire with those to other 
questions in the questionnaire.  
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Alternative form approach estimates reliability through comparing responses to 
alternative forms of the same question or groups of questions (check questions). 
However, alternative form is often difficult as it is needed to ensure questions are 
substantially equivalent, in addition to that, respondents may suffer from fatigue due 
to long questionnaires and then they may spot similar questions and simply refer 
back to previous answer. Hence, in this study we found it more convenient to apply 
internal consistency and triangulation in estimating reliability.  
 
3.10 Ethical issues 
This research adopted the deontological view which states that the ends served by 
the research can never justify the use of the research which is unethical (Saunders et 
al., 2009). Therefore, formulation of research topic, clarification of research topic, 
research design, access to data, collection of data, processing of data, storage of 
data, analysis of data and writing up of the research findings were done in a moral 
and responsible way. Access to data had already been permitted by a formal letter 
from TPDF HQ, and as Greener, (2008) suggests, we ware never tempted to cut 
corners to obtain data where we faced any difficulty.  
 
The organization behavior (social norms) was observed. We recognized that 
respondents have right to privacy and that they have no obligation to assist us in this 
research. Confidentiality and anonymity were the corner stones of this research and 
the respondents were informed so at the beginning of the questionnaire form. On top 
of all and as supported by Fisher (2010), as a researcher, I accepted to abide with all 
research ethical standards, if any, provided by the Open University of Tanzania and 
was ready to seek any ethical approval where required.  
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3.11 Expected results of the study 
My expectation was that this research would yield results which show that access to 
credit facilities does improve wellbeing of borrowers. However, the recent findings 
from literature indicated that loan programs had little impact on measures of 
wellbeing (Coleman, 1999 as quoted by Cotler and Woodruff, 2008). Armendariz de 
Aghion and Morduch (2005) as quoted by Cotler and Woodruff (2008) found that 
studies that are cleanest methodically generally show little or no positive impact of 
credit on borrowers. This meant it was also likely that the findings of this study 
could yield results which would be inconsistent with my expectation. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
4.0 RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This part provides summary of the results of data collection in nine tables and five bar 
charts. Then, main observations from tables and related figures are described in 
summary after each table and related figure if any. The tables, figures and summary 
descriptions are thus aimed at facilitating the analysis part that follows immediately 
after the research findings part.   
 
4.2 Data processing and analysis      
4.2.1 Assets ownership 
Table 4.1 has been designed to represent extent to which respondents own fixed assets. 
It summarizes such data on both borrowers and non borrowers. The prevalence of assets 
among them will be an indicator of wellbeing existence. 
 
Table 4.1 Assets ownership response table 
    
Type of  
asset 
Number 
Borrowers  
asset owning 
Percentage 
borrowers 
with assets 
Non  
borrowers  
asset owning 
Percentage  
non borrowers  
with assets 
Total 
 Frequencies 
 for asset owners 
Car     147 14.54    42 15.56    204  
House     111 10.98    44 16.30    166  
Furniture     317 31.36    47 17.41    395  
Motorcycle     101   9.99    48 17.78    159  
Plot     181 17.90    46 17.04    245  
House under 
construction 
    154 15.23    43 15.93    212  
Total  1,011     270    1,281  
Percentage 
with all total 
frequency 
     79      21      100 
Source: Researcher. 
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Asset Ownership 
 
Figure  4.1 Asset- ownership bar chart. 
Source: Researcher. 
 
Table 4.1 summarizes the number of responses which indicate respondents’ asset 
ownership in each asset category. Out of 1,281 total responses on owning assets, 
1,011 (79%) were responses from borrowers and 270 (21%) were for those TPDF 
staff who had not engaged themselves in personal loans (non borrowers). The 
proportion of asset ownership in the sample for both borrowers and non borrowers is 
55.59%. Responses for asset ownership among borrowers represent sample standard 
deviation of 78.41 and those for non borrowers represent sample standard deviation 
of 5.6. Thus disparity among personal loan borrowers is 14 times greater than one 
among non borrowers. These results show that the first, second and third mostly 
owned or favoured assets by both borrowers and non borrowers, are furniture, plots 
and house under construction respectively. 
 
Figure 4.1 is a bar chart representing a pictorial view of data in table 1. The vertical  
axis represents the types of assets and the horizontal axis the number of total  
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responses to each assets category. 
 
4.2.2 Assets disownership  
Table 4.2 shows number of respondents who lack fixed assets. The reason is trying 
to depict the extent to which borrowers spend their loans on other aspects than fixed 
assets. 
 
Table 4.2 Assets disownership response table   
Type of asset  Number of responses for  
disowning assets 
borrowers 
Number of responses for 
disowning assets  
non borrowers 
Total number 
 of responses 
Car 176  10  186  
House 210    7  217  
Furniture     3    8    11  
Motorcycle 229    7  236  
Plot 145    8  153  
House u/const 173  12  185  
Total 936   52   988  
Percentage with all 
frequencies 
  95    5 100 
Source: Researcher. 
 
Asset  disownership        
 
Figure 4.2 Asset disownership bar chart.    
Source: Researcher.  
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Table 4.2 summarizes the number of responses which indicate respondents’ asset 
non ownership in each asset category. Out of 988 total responses on disowning 
assets, 936 (95%) were responses from borrowers and 52 (5%) were for those TPDF 
staff who had not engaged themselves in personal loans. The three most disowned 
assets are chronologically, motorcycles, houses and cars. Figure 4.3 is a bar chart 
representing a pictorial view of data in table 2. The vertical axis are the types of 
assets and the horizontal the number of total responses to each assets category. 
         
4.2.3 Non responses for assets ownership 
Table 4.3 shows number of respondents who failed to respond to questions asked on  
assets. 
 
Table  4.3 Non responses for asset ownership  
     
Source: Researcher. 
 
 
Table 4.3 summarizes the number of non responses for each asset category for 
owning assets. Total number of non responses from borrowers owning assets is 33 
while from those not engaging in personal loans is 8. The total number of non 
Type of  
asset 
Borrowers Non Borrowers Total 
Car 7 3 10 
House 9 4 13 
Furniture 10  10 
Motorcycle    
Plot 4 1 5 
House u/construction 3  3 
Total 33 8 41 
Percentage  
with total frequency 
80 20 100 
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responses for the asset ownership question is 41. Most respondents did not respond 
on questions related to house and car. Figure 4.3 is a bar chart representing a 
pictorial view of data in table 3. The vertical axis are the types of assets and the 
horizontal the number of total number of non responses to each assets category. 
 
Non response 
 
Figure 4.3 non response   bar chart 
Source:  Researher 
 
4.2.4 Personal loan contribution/non contribution to borrowers’ assets 
Table 4.4 represents the extent to which borrowers used personal loans to acquire 
various assets. This information will later be used to test whether such extent matters 
to their assets and hence their wellbeing.  
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Table 4.4 Loan contribution table   
Type of  
asset 
Loan contributions Total 
100% Large  
extent 
 Small 
 extent  
No  
contribution 
Car 51 67 21 8  147 
House 43 56 8 4  111 
Furniture 9  31   207   69   316 
Motorcycle  23   15   54   9   101  
Plot  71   94   9   7   181  
House 
u/construction 
 45   57   39   11   152  
Total  242   320   338   108   1,008  
Percentage with 
total frequency 
 24   32  33   11   100 
 
Source: Researcher. 
 
Table 4.4 summarizes the number of responses on personal loan contribution 
towards each asset category. Out of 1,008 responses, 242 (24%) accepted 100% 
contribution of personal loans towards asset, 320(32%) accepted that loan 
contributed to large extent, 338(33%) accepted that loan contributed to small extent 
and 108(11%) accepted no contribution. 
 
4.2.5  Loan sizes and Access 
Table 4.5 was used to portray the level of access to personal loans and the mounts of 
such loans as accessed by borrowers. 
 
Table 4.5 summarized the number of respondents for five personal loan categories. 
Out of 363 respondents, 7 (2.1%) had borrowed below total of Tshs. 1,000,000., 24 
(7.3%) had borrowed between total of Tshs. 1,001,000 and 5,000,000, 25(7.6%) had 
borrowed between Ths. 5,001,000 and 9,000,000., 91 (27.66%) had borrowed 
between total of Tshs.9,001,000 and 13,000,000, 86 (26.14%) had borrowed 
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between the total of 13,001,000 and 17,000,000 and 96 (29.18%) had borrowed 
between total of 17,001,000 and 21,000,000 or above. The total number of people 
who accessed loan in different categories is 329 which is equivalent to 85.67% of the 
whole sample.   
 
Table 4.5 Loan sizes and access table      
Amount '000'  Average 
Loan ‘000’ 
No of people  Percentage with total number of 
people 
 below 1000   1,000   7  2.13 
 1001-5000   3,500   24 7.29 
 5001-9000   7,500   25 7.6 
 9001-13000   11,500   91 27.66 
 13001-17000   15,500   86 26.14 
 17001-21000   14,500   96  29.18 
 Total   52,500   329  100.00 
Source: Researcher. 
 
Loan sizes  
 
 Figure 4.4 Loan sizes bar chart. 
 Source: researcher. 
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4.2.6 Respondents’ expenditures 
Table 4.6 show respondents’ family expenditures on six items of school fees, 
medication, rent ant transport. This will help to determine proportion of respondents 
who afford such expenses. As table 1, this will also help establish whether wellbeing 
exists amongst borrowers or not.    
 
Table 4.6 Respondents Expenditures 
Source: Researcher.  
Type of expenditure Expenders 
School fees p.a Number of 
borrowers 
Number of non 
borrowers 
Total respondents Percentage  
With sub totals 
  Below 400,000 23 5 28 7.43 
 400,001-600,000  41 7 48 12.73 
 600,001-800,000 64 11 75 19.89 
 800,001-1,000,000  90 10 100 26.53 
 1,000,001-1,200,000  52 8 60 15.92 
 1,200,001-1,400,000  44 5 49 13 
 Above 1,400,000  15 2 17 4.51 
Sub total 329 48 377 100 
Medication p.a     
 50,001-200,000  102 13 115 38.21 
 200,001-350,000 79 7 86 28.57 
 350,001-500,000  37 9 46 15.28 
 500,001-650,000  23 11 34 11.30 
 Above 650,000  19 1 20 6.64 
Sub total 260 41 301 100 
Rent p.m     
 Below 100,000  84 7 91 30.95 
 100,001-200,000  103 7 110 37.41 
 200,001-300,000  58 9 67 22.79 
 300,001-400,000  19 3 22 7.48 
 Above 400,000  3 1 4 1.36 
Sub total 267 27 294 100 
Transport p.d     
Below 5,000 143 6 149 40.27 
5,001-10,000 91 21 112 30.27 
10,001-15000 57 12 69 18.65 
15,001-20,000 21 9 30 8.11 
Above 20,000 7 3 10 2.70 
Sub total 319 51 370 100 
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    Respondents Expenditures 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Respondents expenditures bar chart. 
Source: Researcher. 
 
 
Table 4.6 summarizes the number of respondents for four expenditure variables. Of 
the  384 respondents , 377 (98%) spent some amounts on school fees, 301(78%) 
spent some amounts on medication, 294 (77%) spent some amounts on rent and 
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370(96%) spent some amounts on transport. On average 335(87%) people afford to 
spend varied amounts on school fees, medication, rent and transport. Figure 4.5 is a 
bar chart representing respondents’ expenditure pattern on school fees per annum, 
medication per annum, rent per month and transport per day. 
 
4.2.7 Respondents satisfaction/ dissatisfaction with personal loans   
Table 4.7 indicates personal loan customers’ opinion on seven variables that they 
encounter in personal loans. These variables were aimed at detecting reasons for 
customers switching to informal lenders. 
 
Table 4.7 Customer satisfaction/ dissatisfaction       
Term Opinion Total 
Satisfaction  Neutral Dissatisfaction  
Scale level   4    3    0     2     1  
Loan size   78 146  151     4  379  
 Repayment  
period 
 228  100   52  380  
Repayment 
 amount 
   87  199   18  304  
Interest rates    22  159 200  381  
Frat rate    49  101 180   330  
Reducing  
balance 
149   54    96     2   301  
Loan  
procedure 
  76 156  105   43  380  
Total  303   742   197   896  317  2,455  
Total  
Satisfaction 
 and 
dissatisfaction 
      1,045  197         1,213  2,455 
Source: Researcher. 
 
Table 4.7 summarizes the number of responses for opinion on seven personal loan 
terms each measured on a five level Likert scale. Of 2,455 total responses, 1,045 
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(42.57%) appeared to respond in favour of satisfaction with personal loan terms in 
TPDF, 197(8.02%) responses appeared neutral and 1,213(49.4%) appeared to 
respond in favour of dissatisfaction. 
 
4.2.8 Chi square test for association of Contributions and assets 
Table 4.8 is used to produce expected frequency table in order to undergo the chi 
square test. 
 
Table 4.8 Contribution contingency table       
Source: Researcher. 
 
  
Table 4.8 has been contracted to fit a contingency table from which expected 
frequencies for the chi square test will be prepared. The aim is to determine whether 
the categories of contribution can be associated with types of assets. 
       
4.2.9 Expected frequency from contingency table 
Table 4.9 is the extract of table 4.8 in which expected frequencies for the chi square 
test are summarized. 
 
Table 4.9 is the extract of table 4.8 in which expected frequencies for chi squre 
calculation are displayed. 
Type of asset Contributions Total 
 100 % contribution   large extent 
contribution  
 small extent 
contribution  
Car  51  67    21  139 
House  43  56      8  107 
Furniture    9  31   207   247 
Motorcycle  23   15     54     92  
Plot  71   94       9   174  
House u/construction  45   57     39   141  
Total 242 320 338 900 
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Chi Squre calculation: 
Calculated Chi square test statistic for the data above 2.56816E-80 (from excel 2007 
version).  
Ho: Personal loans contribution is not associated with assets    
H1: Personal loan contribution is associated with assets.     
Critical value:       
χ2  at 10df and 0.05 level of significance is 18.3     
      
The statistical decision is not to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level of 
significance. Therefore, the conclusion is that there is a no relationship between the 
contributions of personal loans and assets. 
 
Table 4.9 Expected frequency        
Type of asset Expected frequencies 
Car 37.38 49.42 52.20 
House 28.77 38.04 40.18 
Furniture 66.42 87.82 92.76 
Motorcycle  24.74   32.71   34.55  
Plot  46.79   61.87   65.35  
House u/construction  37.91   50.13   52.95  
 
Source: Researcher. 
 
 
4.3 Interpretations of the Research findings 
4.3.1 Access 
Out of 384 respondents, 329 have accessed personal loans. Only 55 appeared to 
have not accessed loan at all. Therefore the level of access to personal loan is 
approximately 86% among respondents and only 14% have not accessed. This can  
be viewed clearly from table 5. 
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4.3.2 Wellbeing  
On the expenditure perspective, there is existence of wellbeing among TPDF 
personal loan borrowers. For example, out of 384 respondents 329 responded as 
having spent some varied amounts on school fees, that is approximately 86% of all 
respondents. On medication 260 out of 384 respondents appeared to have spent 
some varied amounts constituting approximately 68% of all respondents. 267 out of 
384 appeared to have spent some varied amounts on rent, that is approximately 70% 
of all respondents and 319 out of 384 do pay some varied amounts on transport 
constituting approximately 83% of all respondents. The general average is that 294 
respondents out of 384 do afford spending varied amounts on school fees, 
medication, rent and transport, that is 75.5% of the sample size. 
 
On the other hand, from the assets ownership perspective, there is existence of well 
being among personal loan borrowers. The justification arises from proportion of 
respondents’ asset ownership. Table 1 indicates that total of 1,281 responses from 
TPDF staff, responded as having either one, more or mix of such assets as cars, 
houses, furniture, motorcycles, plots and houses under construction. That amount is 
approximately 56% of 2,304 responses that would be collected if all questions on 
assets were responded to completely. On other side, from the same table the 
percentage of borrowers having such assets is approximately 44% of the sample 
size, non borrowers with assets are 12%.  
 
Borrowers disowning assets are 40.6% and non borrowers disowning assets are  
2.3%, 1.1% would be the non responses. Though below 50%, 44% is still a good 
indicator of wellbeing among borrowers since it represent the largest proportion of 
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the sample. The non borrowers though few, represented smaller standard deviation 
among them compared with borrowers. Subject to assets, there is big assets 
dispersion among borrowers but even distribution among non borrowers. Another 
implication may be derived from the first implication, the big dispersion of assets 
ownership among borrowers may be the reason for the chi square results. 
  
4.3.3 Contribution of personal loans towards borrowers’ fixed assets 
From table 4.4, total number of 1011 responses was expected to be collected from 
all respondents on the extent to which personal loans have contributed to their 
assets, of those, 1008 responses were collected. Out of 1008, 900 responses have 
shown personal loan having contributed to borrowers’ assets. That (900) is 
equivalent to 39% of all respondents in the entire sample and 89% of all responses 
collected on personal loan contribution. Of the 900 responses, 242 show purchases 
of assets completely relying on personal loans, this proportion is 11% of all 
respondents. 320 responses were in favour large extent contribution of personal 
loans to purchase assets, this is equivalent to 14% of all of the whole sample. And 
338 responses were in favour of small extent contribution of personal loans to 
assets; this is equivalent to 15% of the entire sample. 
 
It can easily be seen that of all the categories, small contribution constitute the 
largest proportion, however it is worth mentioning that this proportion is up lifted by 
furniture where almost 66% of all responses on furniture appears in the small 
contribution category. Therefore from these statistics, ignoring small extent 
contribution, the indication is that the 100% and large extent contributions to 
borrowers’ assets constitute 56% of all borrower respondents. And 89% of all 
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borrower respondents have used personal loans in one way or another to acquire 
their assets. Therefore from this analysis it can be convincing to conclude that 
personal loans have helped borrowers to improve their wellbeing through 
contributing to most of borrowers’ (89%) assets.  
 
On the other hand, 108 respondents denied the contribution of personal loan to their 
assets in any way, this represent about 5% of all borrower respondents in a sample.  
The chi square test conducted to test the null hypothesis indicates that there is no 
association between personal loan contribution and assets. This is startling. Another 
astonishing observation is that resulting from comparison between percentages of 
borrowers and non borrowers who own assets and those who don’t. In case of 
borrowers, almost half of them don’t own assets i.e approximately 41% (of the 
whole sample). The question that follows immediately is why do almost half the 
borrowers miss assets? On the side of non borrowers the story is different since the 
percentages between asset owning and non owning are far different i.e 
approximately 12% and 2% respectively, of the whole sample.  
 
4.3.4 Factors that influence some of the staff not access these facilities 
Table 4.7 summarizes opinions from Likert-style five point rating scale questions 
asked on six lending terms on personal loans and loan procedure in TPDF (seven 
variables); 2,455 opinions were collected from respondents. Of them, 1045 (42.57%) 
showed satisfaction with the terms and procedure for personal loans in TPDF, 1213 
(49.4%) showed dissatisfaction and 197 (8.02%) claimed not knowing anything. The 
first observation is that almost a half all respondents (49.4%) are dissatisfied with 
the existing terms and procedures. The second is that more than 47% (about half 
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dissatisfaction) results from repayment amount and interest rates. The rest 
dissatisfaction spreads almost evenly over the remaining five terms and procedure.  
 
 An interview conducted with 128 respondents each of them responding to three 
questions, indicate that 81 (63%) of them do take informal loans occasionally, 
interestingly, 76 (94%) of those borrowing from informal lending have also taken 
formal personal loans. Responding to a question on why borrowing from informal 
lending, reasons mentioned frequently were delay in personal loans, small formal 
loan amounts, failure of customers to meet formal loan conditions, personal loans 
over deductions beyond required amounts, closeness with informal loans 
(proximity), quickness of informal loans and informal loans deduction friendliness. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
5.0 RESEARCH CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the summary of the main findings, conclusion of the study, 
recommendations, implications of the findings, limitation of the study and 
suggestions for further study. 
 
5.2 Summary of the main findings 
Personal loan access is approximately 86% of the sample size (table 5). Among assets 
owners, 79% respondents are borrowers and non borrowers are 21%. Assets disparity 
among borrowers is 14 times greater than non borrowers. Three most prevalent assets 
are chronologically furniture, plots and cars. In a sample, 55.59% respondents own 
assets while 44.41% don’t (table 1). Of the 44.41% i.e assets disownership, 95% are 
borrowers and 5% are non borrowers (table 2). Most respondents did not respond on 
questions related to house and car (table 3). Among all borrowers (329), 89% accepted 
personal loan contribution towards acquisition of their assets, 21% rejected contribution 
(table 4).  
 
On average 87% of sample size afford to spend varied amounts on school fees, 
medication, rent and transport (table 6). On personal loan terms (42.57%) appeared to be 
satisfied with them, (8%) appeared neutral and 49.4% appeared dissatisfied and more 
than 47% (about half dissatisfaction) results from repayment amount and interest rates. 
The rest dissatisfaction spreads almost evenly over the remaining four terms and the 
loan procedure (table 7). Chi square test indicate that there is no relationship between 
the contributions of personal loans and assets (table 8 & 9).  
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5.3 Research conclusions 
Thus from this study we conclude the following key issues, first, the extent of access 
is 86% of the entire sample. Second, on average some wellbeing exists in more than 
65.75% of the population. Third, the proportion of 39% of the entire sample was 
able to show contribution of personal loans towards their fixed assets. However, Chi 
square results showed no association between contribution and fixed assets and that 
means statistically, no clear contribution of personal loans towards wellbeing. 
Lastly, since quite a good number of customers are dissatisfied with personal loan 
terms and procedure, we suggested that this and others could be the reasons for 
some of respondents going to informal lenders.  
 
5.4 Research recommendations 
The financial institutions should consider reduction in interest rates of personal 
loans in order to relieve borrowers of the extreme burden they feel. These financial 
institutions should also increase loan repayment period from the current maximum 
48 periods to at least 60 periods. Technically, this will also help to reduce the 
monthly deductions (loan repayment amount) of the borrowers. However, the 
biggest disadvantage is that higher interest amount is always connected to longer 
repayment periods. Therefore, a consideration must be taken on how to reduce long 
period interest impact to borrowers. Employers should conduct programs to educate 
both current and potential borrowers especially on subjects like interest rate systems, 
effects of over indebtedness and proper use of loans.  
 
That will help borrowers to realize the extent to which informal borrowing destructs 
them, to be alert that over borrowing may be detrimental, to know the way how to 
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choose interest systems to borrow from and critical reasons for borrowing. The 
lending financial institutions should move closer to borrowers at unit levels and 
supply them with on demand short term loans preferably monthly or quarterly. This 
will help saving the borrowers away from informal lenders. 
 
Financial institutions should collaborate with employers to improve customer 
problem and complaints handling procedures. Lending financial institutions should 
start thinking about establishing direct interaction with their customers. For instance, 
neighbouring branches can be used to handle all loan provisions to units within their 
locations instead of the current situation where only lender headquarters are 
involved, this would also help reduce the time lag between loan application and loan 
reception by the borrower. 
 
5.5 Implications of the findings 
Since the level of access to personal loans is not 100% of all TPDF population and 
since even non borrowers (though fewer) have shown capability of owning assets 
and affording various service expenditures, the implication that follow is that there 
is a possibility of doing without personal loans in life and hence avoiding all 
problems inherent into those schemes.  Results suggest that non borrowers own 
almost similar types and number of assets, hence regarded as an indicator of 
similarity in terms of wellbeing. But the opposite is true among borrowers. Disparity 
among individuals for asset ownership is greater among borrowers than among non 
borrowers. This might be suggesting that non borrowers though few, excel better 
than those borrowers.  
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In addition to that, on one hand, since the chi square result indicates no association 
between personal loan contribution and assets, it is convincing that the existing 
wellbeing among borrowers is a result of a mix of income sources.  On the other 
hand, the largest proportion of respondents are dissatisfied with personal loan terms, 
this might be a contributing reason for involving themselves in informal lending. 
This also may suggest that there is a need for the TPDF personal loan lending 
system to be redefined to see if it fits the expectations of borrowers. 
 
5.6 Limitation of the study 
It is a matter of fact that this study is more customer (borrower) oriented than 
otherwise. It is thought that it would provide more information if both customers and 
lenders were to be carried on board. In addition, the study was conducted based on 
TPDF personal loan(s) only, but personal loans are available elsewhere in other 
organizations. This further suggests that the study would be more comprehensive if 
more institutions were to be involved. The chi square has been applied only on 
assets of borrowers ignoring the expenditure on other services; we strongly believe 
that the inclusion of other expenditures in the model could have an impact that 
would increase confidence on the current results. Lack of diverse text books on 
personal loan topics also was encountered on one hand while on the other, financial 
and time constraints hampered a lot from being done in this research. 
 
5.7 Suggestion for further study 
We recommend a more comprehensive study of the assessment of the impacts of 
personal loans on the wellbeing of borrowers inclusive of all institutions that foster 
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personal loan facilities in Tanzania in order to get, for instance, a national view of 
the matter. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix one 
Questionnaire form 
By completing and returning this questionnaire you are giving your consent for the 
information it contains to be used in the research project. The information will be 
stored anonymously and securely. When the information is used in any publication 
produced during the research project no individual or organisations involved in the 
project will be identified. 
General instructions: 
 Please read the provided guidelines before responding to any question category. 
 You are kindly asked to honestly complete the form on your own without 
discussing with anybody else. 
 This questionnaire is categorized in 4-parts please complete all. 
Part 1: Tick whatever applicable (1-2). 
1. Are you:  
Male………. 
Female……. 
Married…… 
Single……... 
2. What is your age? 
18-28………… 
29-39………... 
40-50………… 
51-61…..……. 
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3. Have you ever borrowed from any financial institutions through the available 
TPDF loan arrangement?  
Yes….. 
No……  
If the answer is ‘No’ skip question 4, 5 and 6. 
Part 2. For questions below fill the relevant answer in the space provided. 
4. Mention all of the financial institution(s) you have borrowed from using TPDF  
 
loan arrangement:  
 
a………………………………………………… 
b………………………………………………… 
c………………………………………………… 
d………………………………………............... 
e………………………………………………… 
5. Mention the specific amount(s) you borrowed in front of the bank(s) you  
 
borrowed from: Eg. NMB 5,000,000.  
 
a…………………………….. 
 
b……………………………. 
 
c…………………………….. 
 
d…………………………….. 
 
e…………………………….. 
 
 
 
6. Mention the year in which took loan in front of all of the financial  
 
institutions from which you borrowed: E.g. DCB 1996. 
 
a……………………………… 
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b……………………………… 
 
c……………………………… 
 
d……………………………… 
 
e……………………………… 
 
7. What are your family expenditures on the following: 
a. School fees per year: Tshs………………………….. 
b. Medical services per year: Tshs…………………….. 
c. Rent per month: Tshs……………………………….. 
d. Transport per day (fuel or fare)……………………... 
Part 3: In question number 8 circle one letter of the relevant answer: 
8. Do you own a car(s)/ vehicle? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
If the answer in question 8 is ‘No’ skip question 9. 
9. To what extent did TPDF personal loan help you to purchase a car/vehicle? 
a.100%. 
b. To large extent (more than 50%). 
c. To small extent (less than 50%). 
d. It didn’t help. 
 
10. Do you own a house(s): 
a. Yes 
b. No 
If the answer in question 10 is ‘No’ skip question 11. 
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11. To what extent did TPDF personal loan(s) help you to build/purchase a complete 
house:  
a. 100% 
b. To large extent (more than 50%). 
c. To small extent (less than 50%). 
d. It didn’t help.  
12. Do you have own any set of furniture at home: 
a. Yes. 
b. No.  
If the answer in question 12 is ‘No’ skip question 13. 
13. To what extent did TPDF personal loan help you to purchase furniture?  
a. 100% 
b. To large extent (more than 50%). 
c. To small extent (less than 50%). 
d. It didn’t help.  
14. Do you own a Motorcycle(s): 
a. Yes 
b. No 
If the answer in question 14 is No skip question 15. 
15. To what extent did TPDF personal loan help you to purchase a motorcycle?  
a. 100%. 
b. To large extent (more than 50%). 
c. To small extent (less than 50%). 
d. It didn’t help. 
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16. Do you own an empty plot(s)/ empty piece of land : 
a. Yes 
b. No 
If the answer in question 16 is No skip question 17. 
17. To what extent did TPDF personal loan help you to purchase a plot?  
a. 100%. 
b. to large extent (more than 50%). 
c. to small extent (less than 50%). 
d. It didn’t help. 
18. Do you own a house(s) under construction/incomplete house? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
If the answer in question 18 is No skip question 19. 
19. To what extent does TPDF personal loan help you to carry on a house 
construction?  
a. 100% 
b. To large extent (more than 50%). 
c. To small extent (less than 50%). 
d. I don’t help.   
20. Do you own any other business than a business car/vehicle, business motorcycle, 
or a business house? 
a. Yes  
b. No 
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21. Where do you live in now: 
a. In barracks 
b. off barracks 
Part 4 In each of the following tables tick in one space of the table that conforms to 
your opinion. 
a. Loan size offered to borrowers. 
Very 
Sufficient 
Sufficient Don’t 
Know 
Insufficient Very 
insufficient 
     
 
b. Loan repayment period. 
Very long Long Don’t know Short Very short 
     
 
c. Loan repayment amount. 
Very large Large Don’t know Small Very Small 
     
 
 
d. Interest rate charged. 
Very 
high 
High Don’t 
know 
Low Very low 
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e. Interest rate being charged on original amount of the principal. 
Most 
prefer 
Prefer Don’t 
know 
Don’t 
prefer 
Least 
prefer 
     
 
f. Interest rate being charged on the remaining balance of the principal. 
Most 
prefer 
prefer Don’t 
know 
Don’t 
prefer 
Least 
prefer 
     
 
g. Loan application procedure: 
Excellent Good Don’t 
know 
Bad Worse 
     
 
 
We wish to thank you for accepting to participate in this research. If you want 
to know the outcome of this research, please complete the following table: 
Your mother 
unit 
Your Military   
number 
Your 
rank 
Year of 
employment 
    Your full name 
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Appendix two 
 
Interview questions 
To be conducted on at least 100 respondents. 
1. Interviewee Personal data: 
Name(Optional)……………………………………………………………………… 
Employment number(optional)……………………Rank…………………………. 
Sex…………………………Marital status………………………………………..... 
Age…………………borrowing from informal lenders?(Yes/No)............................. 
 
Borrowing from personal loans?(Yes/No)................................................................... 
 
2. What reason(s) underlie TPDF staff borrowing from informal lenders? 
..…………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. What should be done to improve the personal loans in TPDF? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………..
     
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
  
    
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
  
